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Goals 

v  Why 
v  How 

§  From InDesign 
§  After export 



I would never not do what 
Stevie Wonder says to do 



The Statistics 

15% of the world’s population uses assistive technology because of a disability 

85% of the non-disabled market have a situational disability 





Who are you missing? 

v  Movement 
v  Dyslexia 
v  Vision 
v  Cognitive 



http://www.wired.com/2016/03/internet-looks-like-someone-dyslexia/ 



Why 

v  Value 
v  Agile Content 
v  Because 



“Ensuring that content is 
accessible to those with vision, 
hearing, physical, and cognitive 
disorders positions compatibility 
with the next great unknown 
product development.” 

A11y Quick Start Guide 



Usability / Accessibility 
Usability issues are speed bumps; accessibility issues are road blocks. 
 





Good for business. Really 

“[E]ven using an accessible device and an 
accessible e-reading software platform, a blind 
reader attempting to work with a Kindle e-book 
that is anything more than a simple novel will 
encounter significant accessibility barriers because 
Amazon’s proprietary process of converting the e-
book file from ePub3 format to Kindle format has 
scrubbed the file of the meta-data needed by the 
blind person’s assistive technology.” 

https://marketbrief.edweek.org/marketplace-
k-12/30_million_amazon_contract_in_ny_city_ 

schools_held_up_by_accessibility_concerns/ 



What? 

v  Understand reader’s needs 
v  Potential of digital publishing 
v  Recognizing your influence 
v  QA 



Four Principles of A11y 

v  Perceivable 
v  Operable 
v  Understandable 
v  Robust 

http://webaim.org/articles/pour/ 



BISG Quickstart Guide 

1.  Use HTML5 
2.  Use HTML5 headings 
3.  Structural Semantics 
4.  Navigation 
5.  Logical reading order 
6.  Separate presentation 

from content 
7.  Live tables 
8.  Markup for decorative 

images 

9.  Image descriptions 
10. Page numbers 
11. Define languages 
12. Use MathML 
13. Alt access to media 
14. Make interactive 

content accessible 
15. Metadata 



From the tools we use 

v  Structure 
v  Semantics 
v  Navigation 
v  Page list 
v  Images / figures 
v  Tables 
v  What ID won’t do 



HTML5 and HTML5 headings 

<section epub:type="chapter">!
!<h1>Chapter 1</h1>!
!<p>....</p>!
!<section>!
! !<h2>Sub-section</h2>!
!<p>....</p>!
!</section>!

</section>!



HTML top tips 

v  Stop meaningless <div> use 
v  Don’t use <span> where <em> <i> 

<strong> <b> will do. 

<section> – body content 
<figure> – secondary content 
!<figcaption>!

<aside> – ancillary content 





Deep Navigation 

v  Key to easy to use ebooks  
for all readers 

v  Go deep and use hidden as 
required 

v  List of figures, illustrations, 
tables 

! important 







Logical Reading Order 

v  Main content/secondary 
content  tagged 

v  Lists, tables, code tagged as 
such 

v  Advancing in the content 
doesn’t rely on CSS or scripting 



<body>!
<section>!

!<h1>Topic Heading</h1>!
!<p>This is a paragraph of content about my topic</p>!
!<p>Here is another paragraph of !
! !content about my topic</p>!
!<aside>!

!<p>Pull quote highlighting a passage of text</p>!
!</aside>!
!<p>Here is the last paragraph of content !
! !about my topic</p>!

</section>!
</body>!





Articles Panel 



Structural Semantics 

v  Use a full a set of epub:type 
markers as possible 

v  These semantics are the 
equivalent of visual design 
cues for the reading system 



“Structure is the elements you 
use to craft your EPUB content, 
and semantics is the 
additional meaning you can layer 
on top of those structures to 
better indicate what they 
represent.” –Matt Garrish 



http://www.idpf.org/epub/vocab/structure/ 





Separate visual style  
from content 

“Typographic conventions had to 
convey meaning in print because 
that was all that was available, 
and are still useful for sighted 
readers, but are the wrong place 
now to be carrying meaning.” 
 

– Matt Garish 



v  Be aware of colour contrast 
(webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/) 

v  Avoid declaring font colour 
and size in the CSS 

v  Sort out <b>/<strong>, 
<em>/<i>  
http://html5doctor.com/i-b-em-strong-element/ 



Tables 

“Setting tables as an image 
addresses a situational disability 
(the inability to view an entire 
table at once) by creating 
another disability (limited visual 
access to the content).” 





Decorative Images 
<img src=”doodad.jpg"  

!role="presentation"  
!alt="" />!

!
<hr class=“doodad” />!



Image Descriptions 



So many options… 

Where the image is not put in 
context by the surrounding text, 
add a description. 



1. ALT text 

<img src=”watermolecule.jpg” !
!alt=”A water molecule, composed of two 
!hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom.” />!



2. Figure/figcaption 

<figure role=”group”>!
<img src=”watermolecule.jpg” alt=”Figure 1″>!
!
<figcaption>A water molecule is made of two 
hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. The two 
hydrogen atoms are positioned on the oxygen 
atom and are separated by approximately 105 
degrees, as shown in Figure 1.!
!
</figcaption>!
</figure>!



3. aria-describedby 

<img src=“watermolecule.jpg” !
!aria-describedby=”watermolecule-desc” 
!alt=”A water molecule.” />!

!
<aside class=“hidden” !

!id=“watermolecule-desc”>!
!
<p>A water molecule is made of two 
hydrogen atoms and one oxygen atom. The 
two hydrogen atoms are positioned on the 
oxygen atom and are separated by 
approximately 105 degrees.</p>!
!
</aside>!

http://
diagramcenter.org/
59-image-
guidelines-for-
epub-3.html 



Image Descriptions 

v  Context is key 
v  Consider your audience 
v  Be concise 
v  Be objective 
v  General to specific 
v  Tone & Language 

http://
diagramcenter.
org/general-
guidelines-
final-
draft.html#2 



Page List 

v  Mark print-equivalent page 
breaks 

v  One more way to navigate into 
the content 

v  Be sure to declare dc:source in 
the metadata 



<span epub:type="pagebreak" id="page21" title="21" /> 



Language 

v  Define the language of the 
content and of language shifts 
in the content 

<span xml:lang="fr" lang="fr">rue !
         Saint-André-des-Arts</span>!
!
<i xml:lang="fr" lang="fr">C'est !
         vendredi saint!</i>!



A few more best practices 

v  Consider EPUB for Education 
(EDUPUB) 

v  Use MathML 
v  Provide alt access to media 
v  Make interactive content 

accessible 



Use accessibility metadata 

http://www.idpf.org/accessibility/guidelines/content/
meta/onix.php 



Use your tools wisely 

v  InDesign needs to be nudged 
in many ways. Use it well, 
understanding where it fails. 



QA and Testing 

v  Turn text-to-speech on and see 
what happens. You will be 
amazed/alarmed/surprised at 
what comes out.  

v  Benetech is developing a 
“Certified Accessible” process 



“Simply put, it’s difficult to 
understand what needs to 
happen to make content truly 
accessible, in a useful way, until 
you have an understanding of 
the context in which content will 
be used and have tried it 
yourself.” –Jean Kaplansky 





Opening Doors 

C.O.P E Puppies 





Bookshare’s list of tools 
https://www.bookshare.org/
cms/help-center/reading-tools/
member-preferred-tools 

BISG’s Quick Start Guide to 
Accessible Publishing 
https://www.bisg.org/pre-
order-bisg-quick-start-guide-
accessible-publishing 

 

 

 

 

Diagram Center Top EPUB 3 Tips 
http://diagramcenter.org/54-9-
tips-for-creating-accessible-
epub-3-files.html 

Apple a11y Resources 
http://www.apple.com/
accessibility/resources/ 

The A11Y Project 
http://a11yproject.com/
resources.html 

 

Resources 



Thanks! 
 
Twitter: @LauraB7 
laura@bradytypesetting.com 
 

v  EPUB Zone Resource Page 
http://epubzone.org/resources/accessibility-epub-3-
resources-and-guidance 

v  Daisy: news on EPUB & a11y 
www.daisy.org/daisy-epub-3-developments 

v  Arizona State A11y Lab 
https://asunow.asu.edu/20160309-solutions-making-
textbooks-accessible-all 


